Two variables that can be used as pain indices in experimental animal models of arthritis.
Since pain is an important symptom in arthritis, useful behavioral indices for pain in experimental arthritis animal models are important tools for investigative work on arthritis. The purpose of this study was to develop simple and quantifiable behavioral tests, which would represent the level of arthritic pain that develops after induction of inflammation in the knee. Two models of knee joint arthritis were produced: (1) KC model-injection of kaolin and carrageenan into the synovial cavity of the knee, and (2) CFA model-injection of complete Freund's adjuvant into the synovial cavity of the knee. The following three variables were measured before and at various times after the induction of arthritis. As an estimate of the degree of edema, the circumference of the knee was measured. As pain indices, (1) the vocalization threshold of compression force applied to the knee joint was measured to represent tenderness of the joint, and (2) the struggle threshold of the knee extension angle was measured to represent a reduction in range of motion in the arthritic joint. A time course study showed that behavioral changes last for at least 1 week for the KC model and at least 2 weeks for the CFA model. Correlation studies showed that all three variables significantly correlated with each other in both the KC and CFA arthritic models. Systemically injected morphine produced a partial reversal of these indices with the expected time course and dose response of a morphine-induced analgesic. It is concluded that two variables, the struggle threshold for knee extension and the vocalization threshold for knee compression, could be used as simple and useful pain indices in experimental models of arthritis.